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E Computer programming, system development and analysis 
efforts during this contract were carried out in support of the 
Halogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE) at NASA/Langley. Support 
in the major areas of data acquisition and monitoring, data 
reduction and system development are described along with a brief 
explanation of the HALOE project. 
software are located in the appendix. 
Documented listings of major 
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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION 
Support of the Halogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE) during 
this level-of-effort contract consisted of computer programming, 
system design, data acquisition, data reduction and data analysis 
efforts. 
HALOE is briefly described in Section 2 of this final 
report. Section 3 covers computer programming developments. 
Section 4 describes data acquisition support. 
reviewed in Section 5, and Section 6 covers data reduction and 
data analysis support. 
System design is 
Listings of programs are in the appendix. 
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SECTION 2 - HALOE 
The objective of the Halogen Occultation Experiment is to 
measure trace constituents of the upper atmosphere to determine 
the mechanism of ozone depletion. The HALOE instrument was 
designed to measure these gases using a solar occultation 
technique. Utilizing four gas correlation and four bolometer 
channels, the HALOE instrument will view the sun during orbital 
sunrise and sunset events to measure the spectral occultation 
caused by ozone, water vapor, nitrogen dioxide, carbon dioxide, 
hydrogen fluoride, hydrogen chloride, methane and nitric oxide. 
Knowledge of the distribution of these gases on a global level 
over a long period of time should provide the means to better 
understand the mechanism of ozone depletion. HALOE will be one 
of Ten instruments on UARS (Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite) 
currently scheduled for launch aboard the space shuttle from KSC 
in 1991. 
SECTION 3 - SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
A nunber of ccmputer prograins were developed under this 
contract to support the testing and characterization of the HALOE 
instrument. A variety of computer systems and languages were 
used to accomplish these tasks. Computer hardware included HP- 
1000, IBM-XT and CDC Cyber computers. Computer languages 
utilized were FORTRAN, PASCAL, FORTH and IBM assembler. 
The HALOE black body life test was supported with the 
development of a program called "HPLOT" on the CDC NOS 
facility. "HPLOT" (written in FORTRAN 5) plots the various black 
body parameters against the PRT (platinum resistance thermometer) 
and tabulates daily averages of all the parameters (see appendix 
for program listing and sample output). 
''HARP" was developed on the HPlOOO in FORTRAN to aid in the 
analysis of HALOE test data tapes. HARP will process data 
directly from tape or from disc files previously derived from 
test tapes. Data windowing features allow the user to select 
time segments for processing and/or archival to disc. Annotate 
records can be searched in a forward or reverse direction to 
locate significant events for processing. Plot files containing 
selected parameters can be created for another program "UPLOT" to 
plot on the HP pen plotter, or on the CRT. A statistics option 
allows the user to select parameters for statistical analysis and 
tabulation. 
Using Turbo Pascal on an IBM-XT fitted with a Lab Master 
card, software was developed to acquire data from the HALOE GCETS 
3-1 
(Gas Correlation Electronic Test Set). 
Several versions of this software were created to acquire 
data for IFOV, balance-linearity, spectral response and NO noise 
tests. Data acquired by these programs was written to disc 
files. Plotter programs were developed to generate plots of the 
data on an HP pen plotter connected to an IEEE-488 card in the 
IBM-XT. LaRCNET was used to transfer some of these data files to 
NOS for analysis by the HALOE science team. 
During this contract, work was begun on software which will 
monitor the HALOE data stream on a real time basis. Data will be 
transferred from the HPlOOO to the IBM-XT over an IEEE-488 bus 
(HPIB) and displayed on a color monitor in color coded form. Red 
or yellow will indicate out-of-limit conditions, while green or 
white will indicate acceptable values. The computer language 
"FORTH" was used to develop the communications between the HPlOOO 
and the IBM, and Turbo Pascal was used to write the display 
software for the IBM. Listings and sample output from some of 
the significant pieces of software are contained in the appendix 
to this report. 
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SECTION 4 - DATA ACQUISITION 
Data acqu,sition support activities were performed under 
this contract for the following specialized tests of the HALOE 
instrument: IFOV, balance-linearity, spectral response and NO 
noise testing. 
For the IFOV tests, measurements were made in azimuth and 
elevation for the gas correlation channels: HC1, HF, CH4, NO 
(both gas and vacuum) and for the bolometer channels: 
NO2, 03. Results were tabulated and plotted immediately 
following each elevation or azimuth test (see sample plot). 
Balance-linearity test data were acquired in a similar 
manner. To determine the linearity of each channel, correlation 
coefficients were calculated and printed out immediately 
following each test. Test data were also sent to the CDC NOS 
facility for further evaluation. Data was acquired for these 
tests using software developed under this contract (described 
elsewhere in this document) on an IBM-XT fitted with a Tecmar Lab 
Master data acquisition card. 
H20, C02, 
NO noise testing was accomplished by monitoring the NO 
channels (vac. & gas) during a series of manipulations of the 
instrument and associated equipment in the clean room. 
Data acquisition efforts for the spectral response tests 
involved the use of additional software and hardware. In 
addition to the Lab Master software and hardware for data 
acquisition from the GCETS, the IBM-XT needed to communicate with 
the CD2A compudrive. This RS232 communications allowed the IBM- 
4-1 
XT to detect when the spectrometer changed wavelength. 
in wavelength was then used to trigger the acquisition of data 
from the GCETS. Data, including the wavelength, was then saved 
to disc for immediate processing after each spectral test. Plots 
were generated with the IBM and an HP pen plotter. The data was 
also sent to ACD using LaRCnet for further study by the science 
team (see sample spectral response plot and the data acquisition 
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SECTION 5 - SYSTEM DESIGN 
Considerable effort was made during this contract to design 
and implement a system for quick-look data reduction during the 
remaining testing at Langley and during satellite integration and 
testing when HALOE is installed on UARS (Upper Atmosphere 
Research Satellite). The attached block diagrams show the 
hardware configuration which was proposed and which will be 
assembled, tested and utilized under a subsequent contract. Some 
of the software requirements for this system were partially 
completed during this contract and will be finished early in the 
new contract period. Other system development work was done in 
the evaluation of an automated test control system. Although 
insufficient time and resources were available to fully design 
and implement such a system, a useful subset was designed and 
implemented on the HPlOOO IETS. This system involved the use of 
FORTH (a computer language). FORTH facilitated the construction 
of commands and combinations of commands which could be issued to 
the HALOE instrument during tests. (These efforts were done 
under a separate STX contract and were accomplished by Milton 
Fabert). 
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SECTION 6 - DATA REDUCTION & ANALYSIS 
Data reduction and analysis efforts under this contract were 
largely concerned with the HALOE blackbody life tests. The HPLOT 
program described elsewhere in this report (and documented in the 
appendix) was utilized to evaluate, primarily through plot 
generation, a considerable quantity of HALOE blackbody test data. 
HALOE instrument test data tapes were processed using the 
CDC NOS facility. Utilizing software developed by STX personnel 
under other contracts, a large number of tapes were converted 
into data files which were then used to generate a wide variety 
of plots. These plots were instrumental in the timely evaluation 





















APPENDIX A - HARP 
Program Name: HARP (KALOE Analysis and Reduction Program) 
Function: HARP is designed to facilitate the processing of 
HALOE test data tapes for performance verification 
and characterization of the HALOE instrument. 
Description: HARP is a segmented program written in Fortran on 
an HP-1000 computer. At various stages of 
development and usage, HARP has had segments which 
were used to plot parameters on different output 
devices, to do Fourier analysis and to calculate 
statistical values such as mean and standard 
deviation for data taken at different I'cal-wheelM 
positions. 
Use : HARP is invoked on an HP-1000 by typing HARP. The 
program is menu driven and will offer the user 
flexibility in determining input and output files 
and plotter devices. The windowing technique 
offered by HARP greatly facilitates the selection 
and processing of parameters of interest from the 
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136 200.3 FORPlAT*:" ENTER NAME OF INPUT F I L E  *:t53A2> " 3  
137 
f 38 2 0 0 4  FORMATC 6A2 
j 3'3 LU I t4=4 0 1 ARBITRARY i JNIT HiJPiBER 
HEAD( LUT ,2 0 04 :)HAM I 
I OPEt.l( L U I N ,  I O S T A T = I O S ,  ERR=t437, FIL.E=t4APi :) LIJ1J I N=LU I N  ! DEFAULT MIt4DOi.d F I L E  I f  INFUT F I L E  
ENDIF i 4 L '?# 
! END OF 8F'TIOt;I 1 
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READ< LUT,  2 0 0 1  >I f i tdS 
I Ff I At45 , EQ , 1 HY :)GOT02 04 
CUTO j ! ABi:iRT T H I S  OPT11:ii.i 
CO t4T I HUE 
CALL GET I Mf LUT,  LClLOG, IEtKI, I ETM, IER 1) 
td.iislll PUT START AND STOP TIMES ItdTis EPlA COriMOiJ ARRAYS I S T  i E T  
DEI 2 [IE. I = 1 , 6 
I STC I >= I STPI*: I 
I ET!: I >= IETMC I i 
CALL REDATC IEOF, I j ! READ F I R S T  RECORD 
I Fc' I EOF >THEN 
GUTO 1 
E tJ D I F 
IFi IER.EQ, O j G O T O 2 8 0  
WR I T E i  LULUG, 2 02 1 i 
READ,: LUT, 2 0 0 1 1 I ANS 
I F (  IAtJS,  E a ,  1 HY >GOT0205 
GOTCi 1 ! ABijHT 
WR I TEC LULOG ., 2 025 3 
WR I TEC LULOG . 2 032 > 
FORMAT< DO YOU WANT TO EXTRACT DATA START I t4G AT 'I  ., /", 
f '3 1 :*I' CURRENT P O S I T I O N  O F  INPUT F I L E ?  I: P/'N > ' I  1 
1 9 %  R E A M  LUT, 2001  > I A N S  
1'33 IF< IAI.(S. EQ I 1 HN SGOTO 1 ! ABORT 
t '34 DO 252 I=1 , 6  
195 252 ISTMC I > = I B T I M <  I 1 
1 g g  WRITE<LULOC,2026 j 
197 2026 FORMATI: ENTER NUMBER OF HOURS.,MINUTES 8, SECS TO PROCESS"., /, 
f 93 :* I1  
193 I: 
2 i it 
I 
1 
I I t 4  THE FORM HH, M M  , SS < THREE INTEGERS SEPERATED BY CiliI'QPlAS > ' I  > REilDi: LUT, I j I HR, M t 4 ,  I SEC 
C A L L  REDATC IEOF,  1 j ! READ F I R S T  RECORD 
IFI: I E O F  >THEN 
IMR I TEI: LULOG ,. 2 032 5 
FORMATI: I' INPUT F I L E  AT EOF, ABORTING 'I > 
GOTO 1 
END I F  
DCI 260 I = l  , 6  
ISTMI: I > = I B T I M <  I 1  
SEC=ISEC 
CALL ACiT I M C  I STM, I H R ,  MN, SEC I I ETM :) ! CALCULATE EtdEi I i4G T I ME 
U k I T E i L U L O G , 2 0 2 9 i  
CALL CNVTMi ISTM, ITIME) 
FORMAT< START, STOP TIMES : I t  .a c'I'' 
WRITE< LULOG., 2035 ) I T I M E  
CALL  Ct4'4TMI: IETM, I T I  ME 1 
ME X TE C L UL  UG , 2 03'6 3 I T I ME 
Fi2RMAT( 2x, 13A2 1 
COtIT I t4UE 
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I il4 - q f I 
8 Q 0  3ci 
8 02 R E T U R N  
3 03 E t.4 D 
1 301 1 000 FCIRMATlC I' ERROR # ' I ,  15 ,  I' ON I NFUT F I L E  I' :) 
S K I P  RECORDS I N  THE ItJPUT F I L E  
L0C;Il:iiL I EOF 
I TER=I TDEL- 1 
DO i 0 I = i  , ITER 
R E A D <  LUIN,END=20, ERR=30, IOSTAT=ZERR :) 
COHT I HUE 
IJT A P = 5 
C G L L  REDATI: IEOF,  1 > 
IEOF=,FALSE, 
RETURN 
I EOF= , TRUE, 
RETURN 
WRTTEr:LULOG, 1 0 0 0 l I E R R  
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980 2205 
G E T I M  PROWFTS THE USERS FOR T i M E  Ib4PUT. 
F I R S T  I T ASKS FOR MONTH/DAYJ"lEAR ANCl THEN 
I T  ASKS FOR HOURS/MIN/SEC, I F  NO ERRORS ARE DETECTED 
I T  I.dILL RETURN A VALUE OF ZERO FOR i E R .  LLlf I S  THE 
I IJPUT L O G I C A L  U N I T ,  LULOG I S  THE LOGICAL U N I T  FI:IR 
O R  "EiJD1tJC;i USED I N  PRONPT I i4G I t4PiiT . Clt4 Oi-iTPiiT, I T  I Pi W i L L  
C O N T A I N :  
I T I M ( 6 j  = YEAR (TWO D I G I T S  E.G, 85:s 
I T I M i 5 : )  = D A Y  NLIMBER ( D A Y  OF Y E c i R j  
I T I M (  4 = M I L I T U R Y  HOUR I4LlPtBER C 0 TO 23 > 
I T I M ~ Z 3 ~  = MINUTES iZ0 TO 54) 
I T I P j ( Z : >  = SECONDS (0 TO S g >  
I T I M I :  1 1) = , 0 1  SECONDS < S E T  TO Z€RO I N  T H I S  P,OUTIt4ES 
D I f i G N O S T I C  DUTPUT, I S T R G  I S  A S T R I N G  CEITHEF? "E3EGINt4ING" 
A-30 
i o 0 1  
A-31 
1019 
SUEROUTINE SEEK LOOKS F O R  A REIZUESTED TIME I N  THE IiJPiJT F I L E  
DIMENSION I S T r i c ' 6 j ,  IT IMEc '  13:) 
COM~lOH/ IDAT/ IEUF< 256 >, IFLGG, I B T I M C  6 >, ISTATI: 1 0 i ,  IQNHK( 2 4  3 ,  IPWRi 4 
:*, I T P P E  
CCiMMON L U T ,  LULOG, LUIN ,LUUIN,  NTAP, INBUF< 1 0  :I.. LBUFC 151 0 > >  LL!PR 
LOGICAL I E O F  
I HTEGER CKTM 
I E R R =  1 ! I N I T I A L I Z E  FLAG TU ERROR 
CALL  CHVTNlc I B T I M ,  I T I M E j  
1JR I T El: L ULOG , 1 0 0 0 > I T I ME 
CALL  CNVTMC ISTM, I T  I M E  1 
WRITE<LULOGj 1 0 0 1  > I T I M E  
1020 1 0 0 1  FORMAT(  I' SEEKING : ' I ,  13132 > I f Q 2 1  IFl:CETM< I B T I M ,  I S T M I 5 5  0 0 , 3 0 0 , J O i ~  ! SEE I F  ME'EE ALREkDY THERE 
1032 
R EADC L U  I N END= 1 03, ERR=9 13 0 > I TYPE, I P W E!, I BT I Pl 
I F ~ ; I l P P E . E Q , l  )GOT0104 
COTOI 00 
WR I TE( LULOC , 1 0 03 :) 
REA01: LLIT, 1 0 04 1 I ANS 
FORMAT< A1 1 
IF$: I A H S .  NE. 1HY )RETURN 
GOTO 1 0 13 
IXLL CNV JMc' I B T  1 M , I T I  ME j 
W R I T E < L U L O G , 1 0 0 0 > I T I M E  
FORMAT< " T I M E  = ' I ,  l S A 2  j 
IFf:  IFBRKl :KK>)300,  1 0 1  , 3 0 0  
I FI: I T I ME< 1 > , EQ I 2H I N )GOT L7 ? 0 0 
IFCCKTI'II: I B T I M ,  I S T M > > l  00 ,300,250 
I F  NOT THERE YET, GO R A C E  TO 1 0 0  AND C:OiJTIt?UE 
I F  EXcliCTLY THERE, GOTO 3 0 0  AND HETURN 
I F  T I M E  NOW I S  GREATER THkN F?EClLIE"sTED, ADJUST T 
BkCKSPACEC L U I N  > 
FORMATi " EOF ON I N P U T  F I L E ,  COtJT I tJUE? "i'r''N I' > 
id TAP = .5 
CALL REDATr' IEOF,  I 'z 
D O  260  1 = 1  ,tj 
I S T M I  I ;F=IGTIMC I > 
IER&=O 
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END 
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Program Name: HPLOT 
Function: HPLOT is used to plot HALOE Blackbody data. 
Description: HPLOT is a Fortran V program written on the ACD 
NOS facility. 
Use : HPLOT can be executed using the procedure listed 
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APPENDIX C - SPECRES 
Program Name: SPECRES.PAS 
Function: SPECRES is designed to acquire data from the HALOE 
GCETS (Gas Correlation Electronic Test Set) during 
the Spectral Response Test. 
Description: SPECRES is written in Turbo Pascal on and for an 
IBM-XT or compatible. The program uses an RS232 
line to communicate with the CDZA Compudrive which 
drives the spectrometer during the spectral 
response test. SPECRES also uses a Lab Master 
card to acquire data from the GCETS which is in 
turn connected to channels of interest in the 
HALOE instrument. 
Use : SPECRES is invoked on the IBM-XT by typing 
SPECRES. The pr~j . ra ix proinpts tile user for the 
run-time parameters and file names as needed. 
Data is saved to disk file for plotting and 
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Haloe Spec t ra l  Response da ta  a c q u i s i t i o n  program. T h i s  program 
c:ammunicates w i t h  t h e  C D 2 A  Compudrive t o  determine t h e  wavenumber 
s e t t i n g  o f  t h e  spectrometer. Each t i m e  t h e  wavenumber changes, 
Specres w i l l  acqu i re  a number of d a t a  p a i n t s  fo r -  a l l  t h e  se lec ted  
channels;. The da ta  i s  recorded on disk:: t o  be p l o t t e d  and analyzed 
immediate ly  f a l l o w i n q  a s p e c t r a l  response run. 
.csu-:. 
.C R's232 INPUTiQUTPUT ROUTINES 3 




SIX: BYTE = 6 5 
--- VAR
INSTRING : S_LflE_N_G_CSC)l 
RECPACK : REGPACK j 
AH,AL: BYTE j 
OL.DSER, SER : INTEGER i 
B a u d ,  StopBi t s  , DataBi t s  , PAR: 
Message: StrinqC801: 
FORT1 : INTEGER j 
1NCHAR.OUTCHAR : BYTE : 
INPCHAR: CHAR ABSOLUTE INCHAR j 
OUTPCHAR: CHAR _A@SOLUI_E OUTCHAR j 
ONLINE : BOOLEAN ; 
p r i n t e r  : boolean j 
S3t--ng19=5&r&nqC191; 
-- RegisterSet=f lecgrd c_a_s;e_ I n t e g e r  ~f 
I n t e g e r  ; 
&YEE 
IYP9 
1: (AX,BX,CX,DX,BP,DI,SE9DSyES,Flags: I n t e g e r ) ;  
2 :  ( A L  AH, BL , BH , CL , CH , DL , DH: Byte)  j 
end_ i 
-- - ParityType=(None,Even,Odd) j 
-.-- var 
-I - Regs : --Reg i 5 t e r  Set ; 
I n E r r o r  , OuCErr-or : A r r a y  C 1. .21 gf Byte; 
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Filename =E strinqCl21 ; 
Name = S t r i n q C l O l  j 
Names = Ar rayCC) .  .41 g2 Name j 
Samp les  = A r r a y C 0 . . 4 1  _of r e a l  j 
desc r ip t  = s t r - i n q C 8 0 1  
--.--- CONST 
STARTLOC : INTEGER = $710 j 
f a c t o r  : arrayC(). .21 gf r e a l  = ~1.0,10.0,100.0~ j 
rga in:  array[(:). .21 _of i n tege r  = < 1 , 10, 100)  ; 
MAXCHANnum : INTEGER = 5 j 
YCSE 
FROMPT : DESCRIPT ; 
MONTH, DAY HR, M IN ,  SEC: INTEGER ; 
b e l  1 : c h a r ;  
NCHAN : INTEGER ; 
ITER : INTEGER j 
NITER : INTEGER ; 
NPTS : INTEGER ; 
COUNTS : SAMPLES ; 
i , j , k  : in teger  3 
I T :  INTEGER j 
CTRLBYTE : BYTE j 
STATBYTE : BYTE ; 
I n c h  : i n t e g e r  
TNFCH : ARRAYCO..lSI QI INTEGER j 
IND : INTEGER j 
HIGH : BYTE 9 
LOW : BYTE ; 
val : r e a l  j 
r e f  : r e a l  j 
ICHAN : INTEGER ; 
CHAN : ARRAY CO. . 5 ,O. . 1C)CK)l ,OF REAL j 
ga in  : arravC0..151 _of b y t e  j 
i g a i n  : b y t e  ; 
sum,5umx2,mean,minx,maxx,std,nopts : s a m p l e s  j 
t s u m 9 t s u m x 2 , t m e a n , t m i n x  , tmaxx , tstd, tnopts:samplesj  
NAM : NAMES; 
F1 : TEXT j 
FNAME : FILENAME ; 
PLOTS : TEXT j 
FNAME : FILENAME j 
I O e r r o r  : i n t e g e r  j 
answer : s_t_r_tn_qCiJ ;
WAVEL : REAL j 
WAVELENGTH : r e a l  ; .E USED FOR WAVENUMBER 2. 
c-3 
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DELTA : REAL ; .: STEP S I Z E  3 
DWELL. , STEPS: INTEGER j 
denom : r e a l  5 
RADICAL REAL ; 
d e s c r i p  : d e s c r i p t  j 
RSINT : fiBW3fiXCO. . 11 GE INTEGER fi_E_S_OLLITE 80000: 8003C) ; 
OLDINT : fiBegXCO..ll _Ol INTEGER ; 
BUF,PTR,BASE :INTEGER ; 
BUFOUT,BUFIN : INTEGER ; 
--I----- F w x t i o n  B i n a r y  (V: I n tege r ) :  S$yjngl9j 
var 
1-1
I: In teger ;  
B: &-r_a_y CC)..33 ~f S t r i n q C 4 1 ;  
f$n_c_t_&qn_ KEYIN : INTEGER j 
w i t h  r e c p a c k  d_o 
b_e_¶i.n_ 
b_e_sL.n_ 
ah := h ; 
a x  := ah 2iL 8 + a1 ; 
a1 := 0; 
d x  := 2 f f  ; 
i n t r  (821 ,recpack) : 
al := a x  arid 2 f f  : 





c t r l b y t e  := 128 pr_ gainCCHANNUM1 j 
p u r t C s t a r t l a c + 4 1  := c t r l b y t e  j 
FORTCSTARTLOC+51 := INPCHCCHANNUMI 
PORTCSTARTLOC+hl := 0 ; 




















































2 t:i 3 
s t a t b y t e  := por tEstar t loc+43 j 
E_NQ i 
LOW := PORTCSTARTLOC+Sl ; 
H I G H  := FORTCSTARTLOC+61 ; 
V A L  := high*256.0 + l o w  ; 
&f V A L  3 32767.0 then CHANNEL := V A L  -65536.0 
E_L_S_E_ CHANNEL := VAL ; 
C'OCEDU_JE_ S E T G h I N S  ; 
EIEGIN 
.: determine best ga in  value f o r  each channel 3 
I N C H  := 0 ; 
i-EPe_a_t_ 
i g a i n  := 0 ; 
V A L  : = CHANNEL(1S)  ; 
VAL.. : = CHANNEL ( I N C H )  ; 
countsCinch7 := v a l  ; 
-- begig 
(abs (Val ) (20C). 0) kh_e_n_ 
i g a i n  := 1 j 
if (abs (Val ).<20. 0) then 
-- begiy? 
i g a i n  := 2 = I
ECd; 
_ens! 5 
gainCinch1 := i g a i n  5 
i nch  := i n c h  + l  j 
----- r m t i l  i nch  = nchan 5 




2 1 b 
217 
218 





246 I 247 
248 
r ee ea t -- ---
N O F ' T S T I N C H I  := N O F ' T S C I N C H l + l  : 
V A L  : = CHANNEL (1.5) j 
V A L  : = CHANNEL ( I N C H )  ; .: read ground, R E F  , THEN CHANNEL 2. 
< 1: F (REF.< :X:t. (1)) THEN 
v a l  := v a l / r e f  
W R I T E L N ( '  D I V I D E  B Y  ZERO R E F  V O L T S ' ) ;  
ELSE 
1 
v a l  : = Va l /  (2(34.75*f actorCgainCinch1 I) ; 
s u m C i n c h 1  := s u m C i n c h 1  + va l  ; 
s u m x 2 C i n c h l  := s u m x 2 C i n c h l  + v a l w v a l  j 
-- i f  va l  .< m i n : . : C i n c h l  t h e n  m i n x C i n c h 1  :== va l  j 
-- i f  V a l  > m a x x C i n c h 3  t hen  m a x x C i n c h 3  := V a l  ; 
inch  := i nch  + 1 j 
u n t i l  inch  = nchan ; 
IND := IND + 1; 
U_N_JIL_ IND = I T E R  ; .E I T E R  I S  NUMBER I T E R A T I O N S  F'ER BURST 3. 
e_Ed 5 
Procedure_ M A K E f  i l e  (Wq FL: TEXT; FROMPT: D E S C R I F T  ; 
L_AE(_E_L A G I N  j 
-- beg in  
.[$I-=. C t u r n  o f f  i / o  e r r o r  checking I 
A G I N :  W r i t e l n ( F R 0 M P T  1 ;  
V_QH FNAME: F I L E N A M E ;  v_a_c i oer ror  : i n teger  1 j 
R e a d l n  (FNAME) ; 
A s s i g n  ($1 ,FNAME) ; 
R e s e t ( f 1 ) :  .: t r y  t o  r e w i n d  t he  f i l e  1 
I O e r r o r  := I O r e s u l t  ; 
& f ( I O e r r o r  . < >  0)  then .: an e r ro r  w i l l  occur i f  i t  doesn ' t  e x i s t  3. 
beg in  
R e w r i t e  (F1) j .: t r y  t o  c rea te  the  f i l e  2. 
I O e r r c r r  := I O r e s u l t  ; 
g f _ ( I O e r r o r  .<> (:))&he_n_ w r i t e l n ( '  e r r o r  i n  c r e a t i n g  f i l e :  ' , I O e t - r o r : 5 ) :  
-I- end 
e l s e  
bE9iE 
w r i t e l n ( '  F I L E  ALREADY EXISTS, D o  you WANT TO OVERWRITE IT? ( Y / N ) ' ) :  I 
R E A D L N  ( ANSWER 1 ; 
-- IF (UF'CASE(ANSWER)= ' Y '  1 LHE_N_ I 
BEG I N  ___._-  
CLOSE (FL...) j 





esO_C_E_QU_&E_ TIME(V_QEI_ MONTH,DAY,HR,MIN,SEC:INTEGER) j 
&O_N_V31 TIMEBASE = 893 j 
E_E_G_I!Y 
PORTCTIMEBASEI : = 2 ; .: SELECT SECONDS REGISTER 3 
SEC := BCD2DEC(POATCTIMEEASE+~l): 
PORTCTIMEBASEI := 3 ; .: SELECT MINUTES REGISTER 3 
MIN := BCD2DECfPOHTCTPMEEASE+'2l)j 
PORTCTIMEBASEI := 4 5 .: SELECT HOURS REGISTER 3 
HR : = ECDZREC (FORTC T I MEBASE+>! 1 ; 
PORTCTIMEBASEI : = 6 * 9 .E SELECT DAY OF MONTH 3 
DAY := ECR2DEC(PORTCTIMEBASE+21) 5 
PORTCTIMEBASEI := 7 - 9 .: SELECT MONTH REGISTER 3 
MONTH : = BCDZDEC (PORTCTIMEBASE+21) j
E_%? j 
r r o c e d u r e  S e l e c t c h a n n e l s  ; 
V_gr i: i n t e g e r  j 
EcE¶:L! 
WRITELN(' ENTER THE NUMBER OF CHANNELS'); 
READLN (NCHAN) j 
f a r  __._ i:= 0 NCHFlN - 1 d_l 
b_e_¶LE 
w r i t e l n ( '  Enter  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  channel# ' , i : 5 ) j  
readln(NAMCI1); 
WRITELN(' ENTER PLUG POSITION# FOR THIS CHANNEL'); 
READLN ( INPCHr T 1 i 9 
e_!?@; 
WRITELN(' BE SURE THAT THE GROUND (SHORTING) PLUG IS IN POSITION 15'); 
INPCHC151 := 15 j 
eE! 5 
FF\'O_C_E_DURE ASCIN ; EXTERNAL ' ASCIN. COM ' ; 
eF;_OC_EDURE ASCINIT ; 
E_E_BIN 
BASE := OFS(ASC1N) ; 
BUF :=BASE + 22F ; 
MEMW C CSEG : BASE+S.1(:) 1 : = PTR j 
MEMW C CSEG: BASE-b.85 4 3 E -" BUF j 
MEMWCCSEG: BASE+921 I : Z= PTR j 
PTR := EASE + 22D : 
c-7 
PORTC2211 := PORTC%21l AND 2EF ; 
FORTC23F91 := 1 ; 
--- END 9 =
EU_N_C~J-ON_ DATA-AVAIL : BOOLEAN ; 
DATA-AVAIL := TRUE ; 
BUFIN := MEMWCCSEG:PTRl j 
-I IF BUFIN = BUFOUT TH_E_N_ DATA-AVAIL := FALSE ; 
S(_EEIN 
OLDINTC01 := RSINTC01 ; 
OLDINTEll := RSINTCll ; 
ASCINIT ; 
RSIN'TC(1)I : = OFS (ASCIN) ; 
RSINTC13 := CSEG ; 
BUFOUT := 0 9 
ASCII-ENABLE ; 
------ REPEAT
OUTCHAR := KEYIN i 
----I BEOIN 
INCHAR : = MEMCCSEG: BUF+BUFOUTI j 
BUFOUT := BUFOCIT+ 1; 
IF BUFOUT >. 255 TEEN_ BUFOUT := (1) : 
CASE INCHAR Ql 
32.. 128,10, 13: WRITE (INPCHAR) ; 
5: E_E_GJ_N 
.: REPEAT 
UNTIL ( (POKTC13FDl AND $20)  >. (5 1 3 
FQRTC$3F81 := 6 = 9
EN_&? 5 
--- END ; 
-I- END; 
I UNTIL - - - INCHRR = 26 ; 
C-8 
I 
ORTGTNAT: PXGE IS 
OF POOR Q U A L I n  L i s t i n g  of :  SPECRES.PAS 
WRITELN( SPECTRAL RESPONSE DATA ACBUIS IT IUN PROGRAM' ) !  
WRI'TELN j 
WRITEL.N(' w r i t t e n  b y  W i l l i a m  L. Edmonds ' ) j  
w r  i t el n ; 
w r i t e l n ;  
w r i t e l n ;  
b e l l  := c h r  ($07)  j
PROMPT := ' ENTER F I L E  NAME FOR SFECTRAL RESPONSE TZGTA ( A L L  P T S ) '  j 
MAMEF I L E  (FL , PROMPT , FNAME , I OERROR) j: 
I F  < IQERROR .< >. 0 ) /HEN_ E_QlO_ STOP j 
F'EOMPT : = ENTER FILE NAME FOR PLOT FILE 3 
MAtXF 1 L E  (PLOTS , PROMPT , PNGME , IOERROR) ; 
Sel.  e c t . c h a n n e 1  si ; 
WRITELN( '  ENTER TOTAL NUMBER OF DATA POINTS FOR EACH WAVELENGTH'); 
READLN (NPTS) j 
ITER : = 1 0  ; 
NITER := NPTS ITER ; 
w r i t e l n ( '  E n t e r  d e s c r i p t i o n  of  t h i s  r u n  (80 c h a r s )  ' 1 ;  
r e a d l n  ( d e s c r i p )  ; 
w r i t e l n ( '  E n t e r  START WAVENUMBER (real number  w i t h  d e c i m a l  ' )  9 
r e a d l n  (WAVELENGTH) j 
WRITELN( '  ENTER DELTA WAVENUMBER (REAL NUMBER ) ' 1 ;  
READLN (DELTA) ; 
WRITELN( '  ENTER NUMBER OF STEPS (INTEGER) ' ) ;  
READLN (STEPS) j 
WRITELN ( ' ENTER DWELL TIME I N  SECONDS ( INTEGER) ' 1 ; 
READLN (DWELL) ; 
w r i t e l n ( '  T y p e  G when r e a d y  t o  s t a r t  t a k i n g  da t a  ' 1  f 
w r i t e l n ( '  OR e n t e r  Q t o  q u i t ' )  ; 
r e a d 1  n ( a n s w e r  1 ; 
WAVEL E =  WAVELENGTH j 
-- IF (UPCASE (ANSWER) .: :. ' G ' _G_OL_O STOP j 
w r i t e l n i t l  , d e s c r i p ) ;  
I-_- FOR j:= 1 I_O STEPS _D,O .t wavenumber l o o p  3 
-.-I--- BEG I N 
&.- (UPCASE(answer)  .<::- ' G '  ) t.h_e_n_ qo_t_~ s t o p  j 
WRITELN ( ' WAVELENGTH = ' , WAYEL: IC): 2) j 
WRITELN (LST,  ' WAVELENGTH = ' , WAYEL-: 10: 2) ; 
'TIME (MONTH, DAY, HR, M I N ,  SEC) ; 
WRITELN ( f  1 ,MONTH: 2 , ' / ' ,DAY: 2 ,  ' / 8 b  
w r i t e l n ( f 1 ,  
WRITELN ( 1 zit  , 
w r i t e l n ( l s t ,  
WRITELN (MONTH: 2,  
w r i t e l n  ( 
' , HR: 2 , ' : ' , MIN: 2 ,  ' : ' 'I SEC: 2 )  ; 
' p a r a m e t e r  m i  n i mum ma:.: i m u m  mean std d e v  ncim p t s ' l  5 
MONTH:2, ' / ' ,DAY:2, ' /86 ' ,HR:2, ' :  ' ,MIN:2 , ' : ' ,SEC:2 l ;  
' p a r a m e t e r  m i  n i mum ma:.: i mum mean s t d  d e v  
' / ' ,DAY: 2 ,  ' /86  
' p a r a m e t e r  m i n i  mum max i m i i m  mean s t d  d e v  ntim p t s ' )  j 
n~im p t s '  i j 
' , HR: 2, ': ' ,MIN:  2, ' : ' , SE,C: 2) ; 
c-9 
P a g e  8 
408 
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bJRITELN(FL, ' WAVELENGTH = ',WAVEL: 10:2) j 
--- .for i n d  r =  0 22 nchan -1 rJg 
----"." BEGIN 
tmean C i nd 1 : ==Om j 
tsumCindl:=O. ; 
t s u m x  2 C i n d 1 : =O . ; 
t ma:< x C i n d 1 : =- I @-33 ; 
tnop ts  t i nd 1 : =O. j 
t c1 t d C i rid 1 : =(3. j 
t m i  n;.: [ i nd]: ~ (:)e+335 
e_!?@ ; 
I- hegi_n 
.: readburst  5 read each channel t o  i n i t i a l i z e  process 3 
--- f a r I.::= 1 &_a n i t e r  d_o 
.: readburst  ; 3 
for_ i n d  := 0 t_e NCHAN - 1 d_A 
b_eskr! 
meanCind1 := sumCindl/nnptsCindl j 
RAD1 CAL : = (nap t 5 C i nd 1 *sum:.: 2 I: i nd 1 -!sum C i nd 1 *sum C i rid 1 ) / 
{ (noptsCiridl-i~*naptsCindl~ ; 
t s u m  C i n d 1 : = t sum C i n d 1 + s u m  C i n d 1 ; 
t sum:.: 2 C i n d 1 : = t sum:.: 2 C i n d 1 +sum:.: 2 C i nd 1 j 
-- i f { m i  r i x  C i nd 1 .: t m i  n:.: C i nd 1 1 &h_e_n t m i  n:c C i nd 1 : =mi nx C i nd 1 ; 
-- i f ma:.: >: C i n d I :* t ma:.: x C i n d I t h en t max :.: E i n d I : =max x C i n d I j
tnoptsCi n d l  : =tnoptsC i ndl+noptsC i n d l  j 
IF(RADICAL>-O.O) THEN 
STDCINDl:= SRRT(RAD1CAL) ; 
---- ELSE
BEG I N  
STDEINDI := 0 . 0  j 





w r  i t e 1 n { NAM C i n d 7 : 1 0 ,, ineari C i n d 1 : 8 : 4 , st d C i n d 3 : 1 C; :: 4 
, factorCgainCindl l :5:  1 )  
3 w r  i t e l  n (Fl , nam C I ND 1 : 1 0  'Im i  n X  C I ND 1 : 10: 5 ,  ma:.: X C I ND 1 : 1 0  : 5, 
w r  i t e 1 n ( 1 E j t  , nam C I ND 1 : 1 (5 'I m i  n X E I ND 1 : 1 (1) : 5 ma:.: X C I ND 1 : 1 C) : 5, 
mean C I ND 1 : 1 0 : 5 ,s t d C I ND 1 : 1 0 : 5 , NOFTS C I ND 1 : 1 0 : 0 
mean C I ND 1 : 1.0: 5, s t d  C I ND 1 : 10: 5, NOPTS C I N D I  : IO: 0) j
.r 
1 e_n_d_; .: o f  f o r  loop 3 
w r i  t e l  n ( f  1 ) j 
E_nd ; 
fer i n d  := (1) t_o_ nchan - 1 
-- beqi_n 
t mean I: i nd I : = t w m  C i nd I /t nap t 5 C i nd I j 
r a d i c a l  := 0 . 0  ; 
denom := ( f t n o p t s E i n d I - i ) * t n n p t ~ C ~ n d I ~  j 
I- i f  (denom.:: X). ( 3 )  _th_e_n 
r- ad i ca 1 : = ( t nup t 5 C i nd 1 * t gum:.: 2 C i n d 1 - t s c r m  C i nd 1 +t s u m  S i nd 1 ) 
/ denam; 











































g f ( r a d i  c a l  X). 0)  then 
I- begin 
ts tdCind1 := s q r t ( r a d i c a 1 ) j  
En_@ 
---- e l s e  
-- begin 
tstdCind3 := 0. ; 
En_!! ; 
w r  i t e l  n ( f  1 , namC i nd 1 : 10, t m i  n:c C i nd 1 : 10: 5 tma:.::( C i nd 1 : 10: 5 
tmean C i nd 1 : 1Ct: 5 ,  t s t d  C i nd 1 : 10: 5 ,  tnop te,  C i nd 1 : 10: 5 1 j 
w r  i t e l  n ( 1 s t  , namC i nd 1 : 10, t m i  n:c C i nd 1 : 1 (3:  5 ,  tma:.::.: E i nd 1 : 10: 5 'I 
t mean C i rid 1 : 1 0  : 5, t s t  d C i nd 1 : 1 0  5, t nop t 5 C i nd 1 : 1 0  : 5 ) ; 
w r  i t e l  n (namC i nd 1 : 1 ( 3 ,  t m i  n:.: C i nd 1 : 10: 5, tma:cx E i nd 1 : 10: 5 
t mean C i nd 1 : 1 0  : 5, t s t  d C i nd 1 : 1 0  : 5, t nap t s  C i nd 2 : 1 0 : 5 ) : 
e_n_d_ ; 
WFSVEL := WAVELENGTH + j+DEL..TA j 
WRITELN(bel1, 
'ENTER G WHEN READY TO TAKE DATA FOR WAVELENGTH = '  
, WAVEL: 10: 2) ; 
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APPENDIX D - SPECPLT 
Program Name: SPECPLT.PAS 
Function: SPECPLT is designed to plot HALOE spectral 
response data on an HP pen plotter. 
Description: SPECPLT is written in Turbo Pascal for an IBM-XT 
or compatible. 
After each spectral response run is made, it is 
essential to plot the data to determine the 
quality of the data and whether or not an 
additional run under the same conditions is 
necessary. SPECPLT gives the capability of 
plotting the data quickly, allowing several 
parameters to be plotted in different colors on 
the same graph. 
D-1 
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( *  * I  
(* TURBO PASCAL P L O T  PROGRfWl ffr Spec t ra l  * I  
(* Response using IEEE 488 BUS D R I V E R  *) 
(* * I  
( *  *) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
F J r a o r a m  S p e c p l t  ; 
tree_ 
f i l e n a m e  = strinqC121 : 
n a m e  = ~sr~hgCl(31 ; 
n a m e s  = a y y a y C O . . l b I  _of name ; 
c m d  = strinqC1271; 
V A L U E  = _SIRING[  l Q 1 ;  
v a x  = strinqC801; 
f l g  = in teger ;  
bad = i n t e g e r g  
I N T S  = ARRAYCO. . 101 Q_F INTEGER ; 
n N T S  = ARRAYCC). 21 3 QE B Y T E  ; 
p a r a m  = _ary_ayCl. . 2 0 ( 3 1  _of r e a l  ; 
STRG = STRIN_GC403 ; 
!Xr\lSJ ZERO z STRINGC32 = ' (3 ' ; 
M I N E Q  : sIBIl_GC61 = 'MIN = ' 9 =
MAXEG! : S T R I N G C 6 1  = 'MAX = ' ; 
M I N I M U M  : R E A L  = l.(:)E+33 ; 
MAXIMUM : R E A L  = -1 .OE+33 ; 
ET : B Y T E  = 3 9 
Label  TOP,NEWPLOT, theEnd 3 
ETX : CHAR ABSOLUIE_ ET : 
PENFOS : VAX ; 
L A B  : STRG ; 
&NSWER : CHAR ; 
n p a r a m , C H A N  : in tege r  j 
p a r a m s  : ar raye l . .  161 _of p a r a m  ; 
P A R V A L  : _sfrinqC101 ; 
p a r n a m  : fi~V3fiYCO..161 Q_F n a m e  ; 
PARNAME : NAME ; 
w a v e l e n g  : p a r a m  j 
WAVEVAL : s t r i n g C l O 1  j 
p a r m i n , p a r m a x  : arrayC1. 161 gf r e a l  ; 
w a v e m i  n , w a v e m a x  : r e a l  ; 
t i t l e  : STRG ; .: t i t l e  of p l o t  can be up t o  40 charac ters  3 
X L A B ,  Y L A B ,  D I R :  VRL-1JE ; 
d a t e , d a t i m e  : value ; .E 10 charac ter  s t r i n g s  f o r  da te  and t i m e  1 
XCOORD,YCOORD : R E A L  : 
I , J , n p t : I N T E G E R  : 




































































1 C) 1 
X,Y:  V A L U E  j 
MINX,MINY,MAXX,MAXY : R E A L  ; 
XSF,YSF,XOF,YOF : R E A L  ; .: X&Y S C A L E  FACTORS AND O F F S E T S  1 
X T I C  : V A L U E  ; 
X D I V , Y D I V  : I N T E G E R  ; 
X D E L , Y D E L , y d e l t a  : R E A L  j 
s y s c o n : c m d ;  
b:bad; 
v: vax ; 
RX,RY:REAL j 
c : c m d  ; 
I A N S :  CHAR ; 
NUMS: INTS A_H_S_OLUTE V ; 
B Y T E S  : A N T S  AEcSOl_U_~E_ V ; 
TEMP : B Y T E  ; 
s p e c f i l e  : t e x t  ; 
specf i l e n a m e  : f i l e n a m e  ; 
i o e r r o r  : in tege r  ; 
PEN : CHAR ; 
XPOS : R E A L  : 
f : f l g ;  
F+o_ge_dure O p e n f i f e ( y 2 y  F L : T E X T : v a r  F N A M E : F I L E N A M E ; y a c  i a e r r o r :  i n t e g e r )  ; 
L A B E L  A G I N  j 
tu rn  o f f  i / o  e r ro r  checking 1 
AGIN: W r i t e l n ( '  Enter p l o t  data f i l e  n a m e  ' 1 ;  
R e a d l n  (FNAME) ; 
A s s i g n  ( f  1 ,FNAME) 
R e s e t  ( f  1) j 
I O e r r c l r  : = I O r e s c t l  t ; 
& f ( I O e r r o r  .:::::?. (31 then 
h a m  i ucr- -  
w r i t e l n ( '  F i l e  : ' , + n a m e , '  does not e x i s t !  ' i g  
w r i t e l n ( '  DO YOU WANT TO TRY A G A I N ?  ( Y I N ) ' ) !  
R E A D L N  (ANSWER) ; 
-- I F ( U P C A S E ( A N S W E R )  = ' Y '  ) THEN 
qgkg ag in  ; 
end 





w r i t e l n ( '  O P E N I N G  FILE: ' ,FNAME);  
--- end j 
m-o_cedur_~, R e a d I n D a t a  ( wir_ i o e r r o r  : in tege r  1 ; 
V_QR P R I N T  : BOOLEAN ; 
L_@E(E_L_ F I N I S  ; 
b_E,¶in_ 
W R I T E L N ( '  DO YOU WANT T O  P R I N T  THE D A T A ? ' ) ;  
READLN(ANSWER);  
D-3 
' I  
1 L i s t i n g  o f :  A:SPECPLT.PAS 
IF IJPCASE (ANSWER) = ' Y  ' THEN ---- PRINT : = TRUE E_L_S_E_ FRINT : = FALSE j 
Teadl n (specf i 1 e ,  t i  t 1 e)  j 
w r i t e l n ( '  t i t l e  : ' , t i t l e  ) j 
readln(specfile,date,datime); 
w r i t . e l n ( '  d a t e  and t i m e  : ' , d a t e , d a t i m e ) ;  
readln(specfile,nparam); 
w r i t e l n  ( ' number of parameters = ' ,nparam:5) j 
READ ( SFECF I LE, PFIRNAM C 0 1 ) ; 
WAVEMXN := MINIMUM ; 
WAVEMAX := MAXIMUM ; 
-- IF PRINT THEN 
----- BEGIN
WRITELN (LST, TITLE) : 
WRITELN(LST,DATE,DATIME)j 
WRITELN(LST,' NUMBER OF FARAMETERS = ',NF'ARAM): 
WRITE (LST , F'ARNAMC(:)l) ; 
for i := 1 nparam go_ 
-- beqfE 
EEQ ; 
r e a d  (specf i le,parnamCi I); 
-- IF PRINT L_H_E_N WRITE(LST,PARNAMCIl); 
PARMINCII := MINIMUM : 
PARMAXCII := M4XIMUM : 
--- end; 
-- IF PRINT /H_E_N_ WRITELN(LST)j 
n p t  := 0 j 
-- repeat ---
npt  := npt  + 1 ; 
r e a d  (specf ile,waveLENGCnptl) ; 
-- IF EOF (SPECFILE) THEN GOTO FINIS j 
-- IF PRINT TH_E_N_ WRITE(LST,WAVELENGCNF'Tl: 10:2) 5 
fo_r j:= 1 t o  nparam d , ~  
b e a i n  
--4--
read  (specf i le,parCiMSC j ,npt  I) j 
-- IF EOF(SPECF1LE) THEN GOT0 FINIS j 
-- IF PRINT THEN WRITE(LST,PARAMSCJ,NPTI: 10:5) j 
--- end: 
-- IF PRINT THEN WRITELN(LST); 
~~_ILL e m f  (specf i l e )  j 
FINIS: NPT := NFT-1 ; 
--- FOR I := 1 L_O NFT UCJ 
BEG IN ----- 
-- IF WAVELENGCII .< WAVEMIN TH_E_N_ WAVEMIN := WAVELENGCII j 
IF WAVELENGCII ? WAVEMAX THEN WAVEMAX := WAVELENGCII j 
3-:= 1 IO_ NPARFIM EO_ 
-_-.-- PEGIN 
-- IF PARAMSCJ,II .< PARMINCJI THEN FARMINCJI := PARAMSCJ,Il 5 
-- IF PFIRAMSCJ,II I:: PfiRMAXCJl THEN PARMAXCJI := FARAMSCJ,II j 
--- END ; 
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procedure I E 4 8 8  ( V_A_e c:cmd; 
v: va:.: ; 
--- VAR f : f l g ;  
--- VAR b: bad f ; _e:&rrnal ' IE488.COM' j 
- PROCEDURE - -- - -".- -- LABEL-IT <_VWe LAB: STRG; _Vie X ,Y, DIRECTION: VALUE) ; 
IE488 (C, V ,F, E) ; 
IE488(C,V,F ,E) ;  
V := 'LB ' + LAB + ETX ; 
I E 4 8 8  (C , V , F , E) ; 
v := 'PUPA ' + x + y +  ' ; ' : 
W E ;  
PROCEDU_JE_ I N I T I E E E  j 
EE_TjL@ 
i f f .< :> 0 &_h_en wri t e l n  ( 'RETURNED FROM IE488 SYSCON PROCEDURE f l g  = ' , f )  ; 
F : = (1) ; 
C := 'TIMEOUT' ; 
V := c h r ( 1 )  ; 
B : = (:I j 
iE488iC,V,F,B) j 
gf f s: ::.o t_h_e_n_ 
WRITELN( '  TIMEOUT PROC RETURN WITH FLAG = ' ,F) :  
C:= 'OUTPUT 5C$#I' ; 
E_!@ ; 
F'ROCEDURE I N I T P L O T  ; 
E(EE_I_Y 
v := 'DF I N  PS 4 IP 0,0 ,9865,7462; '  j 
IE488(C ,V ,F ,B )  j 
E 4 8 8  (C, V, F, B) ; 
WRITELN( '  I N I T I A L I Z E D  PLOTTER, FLAG -- ' ,F ) ;  
WRITELN( '  WHAT PEN NUMBER DO YOU FREFER?') :  
READLN (FEN) ; 
I E 4 8 8 ( C , V 9 F , B )  j 
v := ' sc -~0,10~:~,-1~:~,110 ; '; 
if +.::::>(I) t h e n  ---- 






XDEL := l(:IO.O/XDIV ; 
YDEL := 100.0/YDIV j 
V: = 3 
FOR I:= 1 _T_O XDIV ,D_O 
BEG IN 
XPOS := I*XDEL j 
STH ( XPOS: 8: 4, XT IC ) j 
v := ' P A  ' + XTIC +. ' , ' +  ZERO + ';'+'XTj' j 
IE488(C,V,F,B); 
, I  
--- 
-----
--- END j 
EO_3 I := 1 IO_ YDIV QCJ 
BEG IN 
XPOS := I )(. YDEL ; 
STR (XPOS: 8: 4,XTIC) 




v : = 'FU F'A (:),(:I 5 ' = b 
IF F.<:>(:) __-- THEN WRITELN(' ERROR IN AXES = ',F)j -- 
--- END j 
procedure_  plotline j 
BE_G_LN 
I := 1 ; 
XCOORD := (WAVELENGCIl-X~F)*XSF 5 
YCOORD : = (PARAMSCCHAN, I I-YOF) *YSF ; 
STR(XCO0RD: 10:2,WAVEVAL) 5 
STH (YCOORD: 10:2,PARVAL) : 
penpos := 'PU ' v := penpas + WAVEVAL + ' , '  + PARVAL + ' j '  j 
IE488(C,V,F,B) i 
FENPOS := 'PD ' j 
EQK I := 1 IO_ NFT QO_ 
EEG_&!!! 
XCOORD := (WAVELENGCII-XOF)*XSF j 
YCOORD := (PARAMSCCHFIN,I l-YOF)*YSF ; 
STR ( XCOORD : 10 : 2 ,  WAVE'JAL ) j 
STR (YCOORD: 10: 2 ,PARVAL) j 





EF;;QCEDURE SETSCALES ; 
EEEIU 
W R I T E L N ( '  CURRENT WAVENUMBER M I N  AND MAX ARE: ' ,WAVEMINE 10:2, 
WAVEMAX: 10: 2 )  j 
W R I T E L N ( '  CURRENT M I N  AND MAX FOR ' ,FARNAMCCHANl , ' : ' ,  
FARMINCCHANI :  l ( 5 ,  ' 
w r i t e l n ( '  DO YOU WANT TO ADJUST THESE? ( Y / N ) ' ) ;  
READLN(ANSWER);  
I F  (UPCASE (ANSWER) = ' Y '  ) LH_E_J 
W R I T E L N  ( ' ENTER WAVENUMBER MINIMUM:  ' ) ; 
READLN (WAVEMIN) j 
W R I T E L M ( '  ENTER WAVENUMBER MAXIMUM: ' 1 ;  
READLN(WAVEMAX);  
',FARMAXCCHAN2: 1 0 )  j 
I-_--- REPEAT- 
W R I T E L N ( '  ENTER M I N  FOR: ' ,PARNAMCCHANI ) j  
READLN(PARMINCCHAN1) ;  
W R I T E L N ( '  ENTER MAX FOR: ' ,PARNAMCCHANI) ;  
READI-N (FARMAX C CHAN 1 ) 9 
W R I T E L N ( '  M I N  AND MAX WAVENUMBERS: ' ,WAVEMIN: 10:2,WAVEMAX: 10:2) j 
W R I T E L N ( '  M I N  AND MAX FOR ',PARNAMCCHANI,P~RMINCCHANl:i~), 
' ' ,FARMAXCCHANl: 1 0 )  ; 
W R I T E L N  ( ' ARE THESE VALUES OK? ( Y / N )  ' ; 
READLN(ANSWER1; 
U N T I L  UF'CASE (ANSWER) = ' Y  ' : 
XDEL := WAVEMAX-WAVEMIN ; 
YDEL := PARMAXCCHANI-PARMINCCHANI j ; 
XSF := 10(:).(:)/XDEL ; 
YSF := 1 0 0 . O / Y D E L  j 
YQF := PARMINCCHANI  ; 
y d e l t a  := ydel ; 
--- END j 
xg!= :- fifiL'E\IN j 
F'EQC_EO_U_F;rE_ Y L A B E L  ( p m i n  ,pma:c : r e a l  pnam:  n a m e )  ; 
EEEI!!! 
v := 'F'U F A  0 (1 j ' ;  
Y L A B  := ' 0 * ; 
UIR := '(:I 1 ' .  3 
I E 4 8 8 ( C , V , F , B ) ;  
S T R ( F m i n :  1 0 , L A B ) ;  
L A B  := M I N E Q  + L A B  j 
LABELIT(L.AB,XLAB,YLAB,DIR) j 
Y L A B  := '40 ' ; 
L A B  := F'nam ; 
D-7 
P a g e  7 
Y L A B  := ' 70 ' j 
STR Pmax : 1 0  LAB 1 ; 
LAB := MAXEG! + LAB j 
LABELIT(LAB,XLAB,YLAB,DIR); 
----- BEG IN
I N I T I E E E  j .: I N I T I A L I Z E  IEEE BUS FOR PLOTTING 3 
TOP: OPENFILE ( s p e c f  i l e ,  specf i 1 ename , i oer ro r  1 j 
if i a e r r o r  .<::4 then qo_t_o_ theEnd : 
Read i ndat a ( i oert-or 1 
-- i f  i o e r r o r  .<>O then qoto theEnd  j 
; 
NEWPLOT: 
XDIV := 10 5 
YDIV := 10 j 
EQH I:= 1 LO_ NPARAM QO 
WRITELN('CHANNEL# ',1:5,PAFiNAMCII:12) ; 
WRITELN(' ENTER CHANNEL # TO PLOT AGAINST WAVELENGTH'); 




XLAE := ZERO 5 
YLAB : = ' 1(:)(:) ' 5 
XLAB := ' 50 ' j 
DIR := ' 1 ' j 
LABELIT(TITLE,XLAB,YLAB,DIR~j 
LAB := DATE + ' ' + DATIME 5 
LABELIT (LAB, XLAB, YLAE, D I R )  ; 
PLOTL I NE 
XLAB := ' Ct ' j 
YLAE := '-5 ' : 
STR(WAVEMIN:8:2,LAB) j 
L A B  := MINEQ f L A B  ; 
LABELIT (LAB,XLAB,YLAB,DIR) :  
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402 1 ;+: 
4c35 
XLAB := '40 ' ; 
Y L A B  := '-5 ' = I 
L A B  := FARNAMCOI j 
LABELIT(LAB,XLAB,YLAB,DIR); 
XLAB := ' 70 ' 5 
STR (WAVEMAX; 8: 2, L A B )  ; 
L A B  := MCSXEG! + L A B  ; 
LABELIT(LAB,XL~B,YLAE,DIR); 
XLAB := '-5 ' I = 
YLABEL(parminCchanl,parmaxCchanl,parnamCchanl~ ; 
W R I T E L N ( '  DO YOU WANT TO PLOT ANOTHER CHAN ON SAME FLOT? ( Y / N ) ' ) ;  
READLN(ANSWER);  
-- I F  UPCASE(ANSWER) = ' Y '  THEN 
----- B E G I N  
W R I T E L N ( '  WHAT FEN NUMBER DO YOU P R E F E R ? ' ) ;  
READLN (FEN) ; 
V:= 'SP ' + FEN + ' j '  ; 
I E 4 8 8 ( C , V , F , B ) ;  
XLAB := '-10 ' ; 
--I FOR I:= 1 I_O NPARAM _D_O 
WRI TELN ( ' CHANNEL# ' , I : 5 ,  PARNAMC I 1 : 12) 
W R I T E L N ( '  ENTER CHANNEL # TO PLOT AQALNST WAVELENGTH') ;  
READLN (CHAN) ; 
READLN(ANSWER);  
-- I F  UPCASE(ANSWER) = ' N '  /H_E_N_ 
---- else
; 
WRITELN ( ' DO YOU WANT TO USE THE SAME SCALE-FACTOR ( Y / N )  ' 1 : 
SETSCALES 
ygF E - !I! . !:I : 
YLABEL((:).O,ydelta,parnamCchan3) 5 
F L O T L I N E  ; 
E!!!!?; 
v := ' s p  0 j ' = 9 
IE488 (C , V, F, B) ; 
W R I T E L N (  ' DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE? ( Y / N )  ' )  j 
READLN (ANSWER) j 
I F  ( UPCASE (ANSWER 1 = ' N ' ) LH_E_N_ 
E S T 0  THEEND 
ELSE_ 
Z E G I N  























IF !UPCASE (ANSWER) = ‘ Y  ’ ) LW_E_N_ GOTO NEWPLOT: 
ELOSE (SPECF I LE ) : 



























APPENDIX E - MONITOR 
Program Name: MONITOR.PAS 
Function : MONITOR is designed to acquire HALOE major frames 
of data and to limit check the data before 
displaying it on a color monitor in color coded 
form. MONITOR will also archive data to disk for 
off-line processing. 
Description: MONITOR is a Turbo Pascal program written on an 
IBM-XT. 
Use : MONITOR will be used to limit check, display and 
archive HALOE major frames of data during refurb 
testing and UARS I & T (Upper Atmosphere Research 
Satellite Integration and Testing). It will be 
part of an overall quick-look system for HALOE. 
E-1 
L i s t i n g  o f :  MONIT0R.PAS 
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50 
Moni to r  i s ;  a HALOE program designed t o  process HALOE 
major framer; o f  da ta  sent  t o  t h e  IHM-XT ( o r  compat ib le)  
by  t h e  IETS HP-l(X)C) over the HFIE (IEEE-488 i n t e r f a c e  bus ) .  
Mon i to r  w i l l  conver t  t h e  r a w  counts  t o  eng ineer ing  u n i t s  
and per fo rm l i m i t  checking and c o l o r  cod ing  o f  t h e  da ta  
b e f o r e  d i s p l a y  on t h e  c o l o r  monit.or. Mon i to r  w i l l  a l s o  
a r c h i v e  da ta  t o  d i s c  f o r  t r a n s f e r  l a t e r  t o  an o f f - l i n e  
system f o r  f u r t h e r  processing and eva lua t i on .  
T H I S  PROGRAM WILL SET UP AN INTERRUPT VECTOR TO ITSELF, 
AND LOCK ITSELF I N  MEMORY TO BE CALLED BY FORTH LATER 
USING AN INTERRUPT 48 (HEX) 1 
_tYE!2 
i v d t  = r-gi=_o_r_d_ .t v a r i a b l e  d e f i n i t i o n  da ta  2. 
l eng  : b y t e  ; 
l o c  : i n t e g e r  ; 
b i t p o s ,  eqctatnum : b y t e  ; 
SCHPDS : INTEGER j 4 SCREEN POSITION 3 
IDNAM : 51~~N_~C€31 ; 
--- end; 
i c o e f  = Kecord .C: c o e f f i c i e n t s  f o r  convers ion equat ions  3 
s lope,  o f f s e t  : r e a l  ; 
_end; 
r e g s  = K-cord 
AX,EX,CX,DX,BP,SI,DI,DS,ES,FLAGS : INTEGER 9 
--- END; 
var  _-- 
REGSET : REGS ; 
CSEGM,OFFS : INTEGER ; 
I D 1 , I D 2  : INTEGER j 
ANSWER : CHAR ; 
VDTfileNAM : STRINGC151 ; 
v d t  : i v d t  j 
v t b l e  : arrayC1.. 2001 o_f i v d t  8 
VDTFILE : FILE 0_2 I V D T  ; 
coefFILEnam : ~;t_r_&n_qC1'33 5 
coef  : i c o e f  ; 
coefTBLE : ARRAY_Cl. .501 ICOEF r; 
COEFfi le : f i l e  _of i coe f  
WORDNUM : INTEGER ; 
BYTEDISP : INTEGER ; 
EITDISP : BYTE ; 
E-2 
L i s t i n g  o f :  MONIT0R.FAS 

















































1 (1) (:) 
1 (3 1 
STSEG : INTEGER = 0 : 
EXSEG : INTEGER = 0 9 
STPT : INTEGER = (1) 9 
oldstseg : i n t e g e r  = 0 ; 
o l d s t p t  : in teger  = 0 ; 
base : in teger  = $200 ; 
HEXDIG : A_qf?gV_CC). .151 QI CHAR = ' 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F '  ; 
var --- 
SCRNMODE : A_geA_yCC). ,153 QE BYTE ; -[DISPLAY PARAMETERS FOR GRAFt-iICS> 
dataseg : ARRAYCO. . i I  O_l i n t e g e r  ~ b s o l u t e  datseg ; 
STACt:SEG : INTEGER ABSOLUTE STSEG ; 
STACKPT : INTEGER ABSOLUTE STPT ; 
ESSEG : INTEGER ABSOLUTE EXSEG ; 
Z I L C H  : in teger  ; 
INTVEC : ARRAYCO. . 11 Q3 INTEGER Qf3_SOLUTE $0(1)00: 8(:)120; 
basearray : a_r rayCO.  . 151 of -- b y t e  a_b_mlu_kg S)(X)C):  N)X)C) : 
year ,day: strinqC51 j 
h ~ u r s , m i n u t e s , s e c o n d s  : strinqC31 ; 
DELTA,START,STOP: RECSL ; 
sor t  : strir1qC8BI j 
t Y H S  
ABC = STRINGC8Ol  ; 
c m d  = strinqC1271; 
vax = str inqC255lj  
f l g  = in teger ;  
bad = in teger ;  
I N T S  = ARRAY C O .  e 3021 _Ol INTEGER ; 
ANTS = ARRAY CO. . 6 O 4 1  _OF BYTE g 
INTEGBUFF = _AF;IF;IFW_YCO.. 40001 _OE INTEGER ; 
BY TEBUFF = ARRAY E 0. .8000 1 Ql BYTE ; 
HEXVAL = STHINGE41  j 
vat- --
COMM : INTEGER ; .: HOLDS COMMAND VALUE FROM ODD OH EVEN COMMAND WORD 3 
INDEX : INTEGER; *I COMM I S  USED TO CALCULATE INDEX OF COMMAND I N  TBLE:. 
po r t21  : b y t e  ; .: 8259 i n t e r r u p t  m a s k  r e g i s t e r  3 
t x t  : t e x t  ; 
t x t f i l e  : ~ ; t r i n q E i O l  ; 
a t t  : i n t e g e r  j 
I , J , i nd: INTEGER : 
COUNT : INTEGER ; 
s y s c o n : c m d ;  
f : f l g ;  
b: bad; 
n e e d m o r e d a t a  : boo1 e a n  ; 
STATUS : I N T S  ; 
STAT : VAX A_&S_QL=U_zE_ STATUS ; 
numsaddr : I N T S  ; 
NtJMSAD : VAX ABSOL.U_zE_ NUMSADDR 5 
c:cmd; 
IANS:  CHAR ; 
E-3  
Listing of: MONITOR.PAS 
f I Page 5 
102 NUMS: INTS j 
1 03 BYTES : ANTS ABSOl_UI_E NUMS ; 
105 TEMP : BYTE ; 
I 104 
1 :; 
V : VAX AESCIL_UI_E NUMS ; 
FRAME : I NTEGBUFF &@SOLUTE 8B800: 80000 j 
BFRAME : BYTEBUFF 99SOLUTE $B800:~:00009 
1 08 TIMER : BYTE eBS0LUTE $:0040: S006C 3 
1 (39 m a s k , m a s k 2 , n u m 1 , n u m 2 , s h i f t :  integer j .: used by bits function 3 
LINENUM,CHARNUM :INTEGER ; 
SCRNINT : ARRAYC 0. . 1 3 (33 INTEGER ABSOLUTE $.OC)C)O: 80014 ; 
STORINT : ARRAYCO.. 1 3  0_3 INTEGER j 
I ::' 
I 
1 1 2  
















CF?O_CEDURE SETINTVEC(SEGM,OFFS:INTEGER) ; 
.: set LIP interrupt vector number $48 (hex) to point to 
y a _ ~  ah,al : byte ; 
the main subroutine > 
fiiEE1E 
WITH REGSET Q(3 
----- BEGIN
DS := SEGM j 
DX := OFFS ; 
ah := $25 e 9
AX :=( ah at-tl. 8) o_r_ 848 j 
INTR(S21,REGSET); 
EN_D ; 
_-- END- 9 
FUNCTION HEX (VAL:  INTEGER) : HEXVAL ; 
.: convert val into a hex string 3 
--___ BEG IN 
HEX := HEXDIGCVAL S_H_B 127 + 
HEXDIGC(VAL 8) AND 151 + 
HEXDIGC(VAL _S_HE 4) AND 151 + 
HEXDIGCVAL AND 151 ; 
EN_Q ; 
143 EU_N_CTION BITS(NUMS:ints;IND:INTEGER;BIl~ClS,LENGTH 
144 .: extract length bits from bitporj of numsCind1 3 
145 E(Ecji_N 
BITPOS := 1 6  - BITPOS j 
NUMl := NUMSCINDI; 
NUN2 := NUMSCIND+11 ; 
SHIFT := BITPOS - LENGTH j 
---- 
MASK := (SFFFF &IF: (16 - BIT'POS)) ; 
E-4 
:BYTE) : IN1 'EGER ; 




153 MASK2 := $FFFF SyE ( i6+SHIFTT j 
B I T S  := ((NUM1 AND MASK ) _S_H!, -SHIFT) OF;: 
((NUM2) S_H_H ( 16 + S H I F T ) )  AND MASK2 : 
--- END 156 
.---- ELSE 
-- I F  SHIFT = 0 I_H_E_N 
BEG I N  
I igi 
159 ----- 





177 I 178 
179 
1 90 






FUNCTION STACK : INTEGER ; EXTERNAL 'STACK.COM, ; 
*t STACK RETURNS VALUE O F  STACK POINTER 2. 
! Page 5 
I FUNCTION I -- --_--I ESEGM : INTEGER ; _EXL_EN_A_L 'ESEG.COM, 3 
.: RETURNS VALUE O F  ES . .EXTRA SEGMENT REGISTER 2. 
er_pc_edure_ IE488 I V_eE c:cmd; 
v: vax ; 
--- VAR f : f l g ;  
--- VAR b:bad ) ;  ex te rna l  ' IE488 .COM' ;  
--------- PROCEDURE S5080  (_v_ar i :byte)  ; EXTERNAL 'CONO. COM' ; 
.: SSC180 PUTS THE CONOGRAPHICS SYSTEM I N  THE DESIRED MODE: 
A t  program s t a r t ,  i t  p u t s  the screen i n  50 row,80 column mode. 
A t  te rmina t ion ,  i t  r e t u r n s  the  screen t o  25 X 80 . 3 
eT?O_CEDURE PUTOUTtWE\._ SORC:ABC;y@E FRAME:INTEGER:ATTR:INTEGERj; 
EXTERNAL ' PUTOUT. COM ' ; 
i n  the  screen memory area 3 
PUTOUT p laces  a s t r i n g  and i t 5  c o l o r  a t t r i b u t e s  
EEN_C_%!&Q_N PRSTAT:INTEGER; EXTERN& 'PRSTAT.COM'; 
.t PHSTAT responds t o  the  shif t-F'rtSC C::eys by s e t t i n g  a f l a g .  
T h e  pragra in  w i l l  then dump the  Ecrsen t o  t h e  p r i n t e r  
50 rows by 80 columns 3. 
- FUNCTION ------ - XYPOS(ROW,COL:INTEGER ) : INTEGER ; 
----- BEG I N  
END = 
XYPOS := ROW * 80 + COL; 
--I 7 
er_o_c_e_d_~r_e_ NEWSCREEN j 
.: s e t  up conographics screen mode w i t h  80 columns and 50 rows 3 
BEG I N  ----- 
SCRNMUDEC01 : = $71 ; 
SCRNMODEC 11 : = 250; 
SCRNMODEC21 := $SA; 
SCRNMODE C 3 1 : = $OF ; 
SCRNMODEC41 := BiE: 
SCRNMODECSI : = 6 ;  
E-6 
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3 (1) (1) 
3 (:I 2 
1 297 
1 
SCKNMODEC.51 := $19; 
SCRNMODEC71 := 8 1 A ;  
SCRNMODEC81 := T a  .-' 9 
SCRNMODEC91 := 7; 
SCRNMODEC 1 0 1  : = 8 X )  ; 
SCRNMODEC111 := $120 j 
SCRNMODEC 121 := 0 ;  
SCRNMODE C 13 3 : = 0 ; 
SCRNMODEC 141 : = (3;  
SCRNMODE C 15 1 : := (2;  
S5(:)80 ( SCRNMODE C 0 1 ) ; 
--- END; 
PROCEDU_F;E_ OLDSCREEN j 
--- VAR LOC : INTEGER ; 
_---- BEGIN 
restore old s c r e e n  mode 3 
Ecl3 LOC := (:I I o _  3999 Do_ 
FRAMECLOCI := 9FOO ; 
SCRNMODEC41 := 91F ; 
SCRNMODEC71 := $IC ; 
SCRNMODECSI := 2; 
SCRNMODEC103 := 6; 
SCRNMODECllI := 7; 
S5080 ( SCRNMODE I: 0 1 ) j 
___I END 
F"_OCEDURE DISPLAYACRO ; 
.: d i s p l a y  background  for l i m i t  check screen 3 
--- VAR I: INTEGER; 
----- BEG IN
t x t f i l e  := 'HAL0E.SCR' ; 
ass i  gn  ( t x  t , t x  t f i 1 e)  ; 
reset (t:c t 1 ; 
a t t  := 15 ; 
i : = (1) ; 
w h i l e  --- n o t  e o f ( t x t )  do 
-- begin 
r e a d l n  ( t x t  ,sort) ; 
sorc := sorc + ' 
p u t o u t  (sorc , f ram@[:  i 1 , at  t ) ; 
i := i -t 80 ; 
_e_nd; 
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PROCEDURES & FUNCTIONS--------------- ;c .[ ---------------- 
-------__ PROCEDURE OUTPUT (_V_A_R SORC: ARC; _V/s_R FRAME: INTEGER; ATTH: INTEGER) j 
--- VAH BLllNKS : AEC ; 
----- BEG IN
.: BLANKS := ' ' ; 1 (I) BLAN#S 2. 
.: PUTOUT ( BLANKS, FRAME , WHITE 1 ; 1 
PUTOUT(SORC,FRAME,ATTR); 
_-_ END 7 =
function bcd2dec(x:integer) :integer; 
< convert bcd value x into decimal value 3 
-- begin 
bcd2dec : = ( x  d_&y 1 6  )*10 + ( x  EO_~_ 16) ; 
_ens! i 
FUNCTION ____---_ TIME: REAL ; 
CONST TIMEEASE = 893 j 
V_QE TSEC,HUNDSEC,SEX,MENS: INTEGER j 
ECGIN 
PORTCTIMEBASEI := (3 ; f SELECT THOUSANDTHS OF SECONDS REGISTER 3 
TSEC := BCD2DEC(PORTCTIMEBASE+21); 
PORTCTIMEBASEI := 1 i .: SELECT HUNDREDTHS AND TENTHS REGISTER 3 
HUNDSEC := BCD2DEC(PORTCTIMEBASE+21) ; 
FORTCTIMEEASEI := 2 - 9
SEX := BCD2DEC(PORTCTIMESASE+2~) ; 
PORTCTIMEBASEI : = 3 5 
MENS := BCD2DEC(PQRTCTIMERASE+21) j 




PK_QC_EDURE_ DISPLAYDATA j 
V_A_E VALU,K : INTEGER j 
xvalu : real ; 
VDTl,VDT2 : IVDT ; 
KDV,XV,XDV,BBI,BBV : REAL ; 
----- CONST COLON : CHAR = ' =  - 5  ' - 
----- LABEL THEexit ; 
----- BEGIN
s t r n ums C 1 (I) I : 5 , year ) j 
E-8 





str (numsC81: 3,hour-s) ; 
str (numsC71:2,minutes) 
str (numsC67:2,seconds) j 
sorc := year + day + hours + COLON 
p ut OU t ( sor c , f r a me E :.: y p os ( 0,57 ) 1 , ye 1 1 ow 1 j 
--- FOR I:= 1 I_O 1 0  r>_O 
BEG IN 
+ minutes + COLON + seconds ; 
VDT := VTBLECII ; 
IF VDT. SCRPOS :. (3 LEN_ 
----- EEGIN
K := VDT.LOC -1 ; 
VALU : = BITS (NUMS , K , VDT B I TFOS, VDT. LENG 1 ; 
J := VDT.EBUATNUM 5 
-- IF J :P 128 THEN J := J -256 j 
-- IF J > 0 _T_Hti_N 
----- BEGIN
-- if( J .: 51) and (j .<:> 2)thgp 
-- beg&:_n 
COEF : = COEFTBLEC J I ; 




-- IF (I=94) _OF (1=95) THEN 
----- BEGIN .: EVEN OR ODD COMMAND 9 
SORC := HEX(VALU) + '  ' a  9 
PUTOUT(SORC,FRAMECVDT.SCRPOSl,GREEN): 
COMM := VALU $Hi 12 ; .C GET COMMAND NUMBER 3 
VALU := VALU AND 4095 ; 
CASE COMM Q3 
l,393i7i9,11313315: INDEX := COMM div --- 2 + 1 1 0  j 
0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14: INDEX := COMM _dA_v 2 + 100 j 
--- END; 
VDT := VTBLECINDEXI : .: SELECT TABLE ENTRY FOR 








.C SPECIAL PROCESSING.. EQUIVALENT OF ISPCL IN HP SOFTWARE> 
J := f i B S ( J )  -25 : 
-- IF ( J ( 0 )  _03 IJ>6)  THEN GOT0 THEexit j 
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I 454 453 
455 
458 
102 g =  2-g.J : 
ID1 := ID2 -1 
VDTl := VTELECIDll : 
VDT2 : = VTBLEC ID21 ; 
K := VDT1.LOC -1 j 
XV : = BITS (NUMS, K , VDT 1. BXTPOS, VDT 1. LENG) j 
COEF := COEFTBLECVDTl.EQUATNUM1 ; 
XV := XV*COEF.SLOPE + COEF.OFFSET j 
K := VDT2.LOC -1 j 
XDV : = E1 TS (NUMS, K , VDT2. BI T’FOS , VDT2. LENG) 9 
COEF := COEFTBLECVDT2.ERUATNUMl 
XDV := XDV*COEF.SLOPE + COEF.OFFSET ; 
KDV : = 58. (3;  
-- IF 5=4 L_H_E_N 
----- BEGIN
XDV := XDV + 4.639 ; 
KDV := 29.t:) j 
XVALU := XDV/KDV*l.E6 j 
EBB 9 
END_ 5 
e ~ , 6 :  
EEELN 
VDTl := VTBLEC211 ; .C BBI 3 
VDT2 := VTBLEC481 ; < BBV 1 
K:= VDT1.LOC -1 j 
BBI : =BITS (NUMS, t< , VDTl . BITPOS , VDTl . LENG) 3 
COEF : = COEFTBLE C VDT 1. EQUATNUMI ; 
BBI := BBI*CQEF.SLOPE + COEF.OFFSET 9 
t< := VDTZ.LOC - 1  j 
BBV : = BITS (NUMS, K, VDT2. BITFOS, VDT2. LENG) 
COEF := COEFTBLEC81 ; 
bbv := bbvwcoef . s l a p e  + coef . o f f  set j 
XVALU := BBV - BBI*C).5 j 
-- IF J = 6  LB+I_N XVALU := XVALU/BBI ; 
END ; --- 
--- END; < OF CCISE 3 
STR(XVALU: 1C):4,SORC); 
END_ ; 
PUTOUT (SORC , FRAME C VDT . SCRPOS 1, GREEN) ; 
TheEx i t : 
END 
--- END; 
_-- END- 3 
--- 9 
procedure main j 
hnsin 
port21 := portC$2ll ; 
portC2211 := port21 qr 1 ; 
nr-imsaddr C (2  1 : = seg ( numt C 0 1  1 ; 
numsaddr C 1.3 : = of5 ( n u m s ; C 0 1 )  ; 
E-10 
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.: CHECK FOR SCREEN DUMP 3 
.: I F  STATPR = 1 THEN 
REPEAT 
UNTIL  STATPK = (1) ; > 
SCRDUMF(LINENUM,CHARNUM); 
STR (TIMER: 4, SORC) ; 
SORC := 'TIMER = ' + SORC ; 
PUTOUT (SORC , FRAME C 122.C) 1, WHITE ) ; 
-- i f  needmoredata then 
bE39A,LI 
C:= 'ENTER CWD,0,3011' j -: s e t  up f o r  DMA t r a n s f e r  of  604 bytes  3 
I E 4 8 8  (C , numsad , F , B) ; .: i n p u t  302 words of d a t a  i n p u t  v a r r a y  2- 
needmoredata := FALSE j 





COUNT := COUNT + 1 ; >  
C:= 'REQUEST' ; 
I E488  ( C  , STAT, F , B) ; 
if I-( (STCITUSC01 AND $2(X)) = (11) t_h_e_n_ 
-- begin 
STATUS C 0 1 : = (3 j 
STOP := TIME ;> 
DELTA := STOP - START 5 3 
WRITELN(' ITERATIONS = ' ,  COUNT:5,' TIME =',DELTA:10:5);> 
COUNT := 0 ; I  
--- FOR I := 1 L_O 302 -- DO
1---1 BEGIN 
J := 2*I ; 
TEMP := BYTESCJI 5 
BYTESCJI := BYTESCJ+I l  j 
BYTESCJ+11 := TEMP ; 
_eQd ; 
disp laydata  j needmoredata : = t r u e  ; 
_end ; 
_end; 
portC2211 := p o r t 2 1  ; .: r e s t o r e  i n t e r r u p t  mask f o r  8259 3 
p-a_c_t-d_~r_e_ I N T i  eee; 
kESiE! 
j n l i n e (  $FBI .: S T I  ENABLE INTERRUPTS 1 
850/ .: PUSH A X  3 
$53/ .: PUSH PX 1 
85l /  .C PUSH CX 3 
252/ i: PUSH DX 2. 
&56/ i: PUSH S I  3 
E-11 
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5 4 0 
EC - 




555 I 556 
557 
5 6 0 
$ S i /  i: PUSH DI 3 
$le/ f PUSH DS 3 
206/ < PUSH ES 3 
855 .E PUSH BF' 3 
1 ;  
-----_ INLINE(22E/2C5/83E/DATSEG); .E SET DS REG TO DATA SEG 3. 
inline( 
$le/ .: p ~ 5 h  d s  3 
so7 ) ; .: pop es 3 .E turbo ds 8 4  es are same 3 
iqliqe(22e/889/226/oldstpt); .E save old stack pointer 3. 
------ INLINE(82E/98B/826/STFT)j .: SET STACK POINTER 3. 
inline(82e/28~/216/01dstseg); .: save old stack seg 3 
-__--- INLINE(22E/28E/B16/STSEG); -: SET STACK SEGMENT REG 3 
MAIN ; .E CALL MAIN PROCEDURE 3 
__-_-- inline(S2e/28b/&26/oldstpt); .: restorr old stack pointer 1 







S 5 9 /  
85b/ 
858/ 
.: POP BP 3 
f POP ES 1 
< POP DS 3 
.C POP DI 3 
.: POP SI 3. 
.: POP DX 3. 
IC POP cx 3. 
.: POP BX 3. 
.: POP A X  1 
8cf .: IRET 3. 
1 ;  .I RETURN TO 4TH 1 
----- BEGIN
COUNT := 0 ; 
newscreen ; 
d i sp 1 ayacro ; 
needmoredata := true ; 
f := 1; 
b : = (1) ; 
STORINTC01 := SCRNINTCOI .:SAVE PRINT SCREEN VECTOR 3 
STOHINTClI := SCRNINTClI ; 
SCRNINTCOI : = OFS (PRSTAT) j 
SCRNINTClI := CSEG ; 
STATPR := 0 ; 
LINENUM := (3 j 
E-12 
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4 (1) 2 
6 (1) 3 
604 
6 0 6 
6 (1) 7 
6 09 
6 1 0 
6 1  1 
6 (1) 8 
CHARNUM := Ct ; 
.: get coefficient file name 3 
writeln(' enter coefficient file name (usually coef.dat)'); 
readln(coefFi1eNam); 
.EcoefFILEnam := 'coef.dat' ;>  
assign (coefFILE,COEFf ileNAM) ; 
RESET (COEFFILE) 3 
.C read in coefficients 3. 
Eo_% I:= 1 Io_ 50 D,Q 
READ(COEFFILE,COEFTBLECI3); 
CLOSE(COEFF1LE) ; 
.: get variable definition table file name 3 




.: read in variable definition table 3. 
FOR --- I:= 1 IO_ 200 
CLOSE ( VDTF I LE) ; 
READ(VDTFILE,VTBLECIl); .t READ IN THE VARIABLE DEFINITION TABLE 3. 
.E set up ieee-488 bus. my address = 3 (MAD=3) 
computer in charge= 1, number of ieee-488 cards = 1, 
base address for ieee card = 2OC) hew 1 
syscon : = 'SYSCON MAD=3, CIC=l, NOB=1, BA0=8zH200' ; '. v := ' 9 
IE488(syscon,v,f ,b); 
b : =O; 
C:= 'PASCTL 0' ; 
.C send initialization command contained in string syscon 3 
f :=2; 
.t wr i tel n ( 'PASSING CONTROL TO HP ' ) ; 1 
.C need to send control to HP-10C)O 3. 
F:= 0; 
C := 'TIMEOUT' ; 
V := chr(1) ; 
.: 5et up for infinite time out value 3. 
IE488(C,V,F,E); 
IE488(c,v,f , b ) ;  
B : = 0 ; 
ESSEG := ESEGM ; 
datasegC01 := DSEG ; 
DATASEGC11 := DSEG ; 
WRITELN( ' ESEG & DESG = '  ,ESSEG:6,DATASEGC01:6) j 
STACKSEG := SSEG j 
STACKFT := STACK ; 
E-13 
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csegm := cseg ; 
o f f s  := ofs( INTieee)+ 7 5 .: THE + 7 SKIPS OVER TURBO PROCEDURE CODE 1 
SETINTVEC(CSEGM,OFFS): 
w r i t e l n ( '  PAS4TH CS,OFS : ',intvecC0l:b,intvecCl1:6~~ 
w r i  t e l n  ( ' Datseg =',datsegCC)l:6,datsegCll:6); 1 
portCS.2081 := 1 ; 1 
i n t e r r u p t  type 27 hex a l lows a program t o  terminate wh i l e  l o c k i n g  
i t z e l f  i n  memory. Th is  main program i s  never re-entered, but: i n t e r r u p t  
t ype  48 hew w i l l  cause the  main procedure t o  be c a l l e d  which i n  t u r n  
u t i l i z e s  t h e  r e s t  o f  t h i s  program code 3 
i n t r  (827,z i l ch) ;  
--- END. 
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